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Abstract: Most breast cancer patients are middle-aged women actively involved in establishing
a family, developing a career, or raising children. With the exception of the Newly Diagnosed
Breast Cancer Stress Scale (NDBCSS), few stress scales have been designed for women with breast
cancer. This study checked the dimensionality of the NDBCSS by confirmatory factor analysis
(CFA) and the results showed a poor fit, indicating an urgent need for improvement. Exploratory
factor analysis (EFA) using the varimax rotation method was performed to improve the model, the
revised NDBCSS (NDBCSS-R), which showed a good Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin value, Bartlett’s test of
sphericity, and internal consistency reliability. The NDBCSS-R showed improved indices compared
with NDBCSS, including: chi-square fit statistics/degree of freedom (CMIN/DF), goodness-of-fit
index (GFI), adjusted goodness of fit index (AGFI), normed fix index (NFI), relative fit index (RFI),
incremental fix index (IFI), Tucker–Lewis index (TLI), comparative fix index (CFI), root mean square
error of approximation (RMSEA), root mean square residual (RMR), parsimonious goodness-fit-
index (PGFI), and parsimonious normed fit index (PNFI). In conclusion, the improved NDBCSS-R
can provide health professionals with an early understanding of the stress levels of women with
breast cancer so that they can provide immediate medical intervention to prevent vicious cycles in a
timely manner.

Keywords: stress scale; breast cancer; confirmatory factor analysis; exploratory factor analysis; NDBCSS

1. Introduction

In recent years, the prevalence and incidence of breast cancer has continued to rise.
Breast cancer is currently the most common cause of cancer death in eleven regions of the
world [1,2]. Among the top ten cancers, the incidence and mortality of breast cancer patients
worldwide is 24.2% and 15.0%, respectively [2,3]. Moreover, the incidence of breast cancer
varies widely among countries. According to data from the World Health Organization
(WHO), the median age of newly diagnosed breast cancer in black women and white
women is about 63 years [4]. However, in Asia, women diagnosed with breast cancer
are relatively young (Taiwan, 45–54 years; Korea, 40–49 years; India, 50–54 years) [5–7].
Many studies have found that early detection of breast cancer can increase cure rates and
five-year survival rates by up to 90%. Many countries have developed medical policies to
offer early breast cancer screening services to high-risk women [8]. For example, in Taiwan
and South Korea, patients aged 45–69, and patients aged 40–44 with a family history of
breast cancer, are given a mammographic x-ray (MMx) subsidy every two years [5,6].

Although the development of cancer research has made great progress and the cure
rate of cancer patients has improved [9], the health problems of patients with breast cancer
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still deeply affect the entire social structure of a patient. Women with breast cancer often
must deal with changes in their quality of life and problems caused by their disease
symptoms. Significantly, most patients with breast cancer are middle-aged women who are
at the life stage when they are establishing a family, developing a career, raising children or
a combination of these activities.

Negative changes in body image are often part of the side effects of treatment. This is
especially significant among women whose body image centers around their femininity.
Previous studies have found that following breast surgery, women have depression and
anxiety associated with low levels of self-esteem and psychological coping strategies [10,11].
In addition, several studies have found that breast cancer patients experience high levels of
anxiety at the beginning of treatment, with the anxiety level relieved temporarily, but then
quickly increasing [12,13]. Current theory generally holds that a patient’s first encounter
with cancer may cause increased anxiety. Subsequently, although patients try to adapt to
their cancer and attempt to reduce their anxiety level, therapy (chemotherapy, radiotherapy
and prolonged treatment) may further greatly increase depression and anxiety levels due
to a decline in quality of life. As a result, breast cancer can seriously affect a woman’s
identity, body image, self-esteem and cause very significant changes to socioeconomic and
interpersonal relationships, eventually leading to psychological stress in these breast cancer
patients [3,14–17]. The resulting long-term stress may lead to physical problems, such as
hypertension, as well as mental health problems, such as anxiety and depression [18–20].
Additionally, some studies have demonstrated that breast cancer patients under the age of
50 suffer a greater psychological burden than older patients, and that the psychological
burden does not improve over time [21,22].

Of great concern is the vicious cycle created, that is, psychological problems after
treatment gradually affect the patient’s family and work conditions, and then expand,
in turn resulting in additional physical and mental burdens [23,24]. We submit that if a
patient’s stress index and related information can be identified early in the diagnosis and
treatment of breast cancer, a more informed intervention by health professionals might
help to reduce the patient’s stress and prevent this vicious cycle in a timely manner.

A stress scale is a tool widely used by health professionals to detect the stress levels
of patients. In the past, perceived stress scales were developed to detect different aspects
of stress and target different diseases. Universal stress scales have often been used to
measure cancer-related stress, such as the following: the Davidson Trauma scale (DTS);
Stress Appraisal Measure (SAM); Impact of Event scale (IES); Center for Epidemiological
Studies Depression scale (CES-D); and the Perceived Stress Scale (PSS). Among them, PSS is
the most widely used to examine or evaluate stress caused by events, physical and mental
diseases, and the effectiveness of subsequent stress management programs [25–27]. These
universal stress scales are either psychiatric or unspecific instruments. The application of
such instruments to cancer patients does not fully address the subjective aspect of the health
of cancer patients. For example, most of the questions asked of cancer patients are items
related to psychiatric symptoms, but are not related to the specific needs and distress of the
disease. If the psychological findings are inconsistent with those of psychiatric disorder,
but the patient still shows high subjective distress and needs psychosocial support, this
will result in a distorted picture [28]. For example, among women who have just started
a family or are raising children, the reality of a breast cancer diagnosis may make these
women worry about the impact on the family. Moreover, the results provided by disease-
specific questionnaires can more adequately reflect a patient’s experience because they can
more clearly pinpoint the further support required as a consequence of therapeutic (or
psycho-oncological) treatments [29]. These factors strongly support the development of a
stress scale for women-specific diseases, such as breast cancer.

Chinese people tend to communicate their emotional problems by developing psy-
chosomatic symptoms, rather than openly admitting their feelings [30,31]. As with other
cancers, when a patient first faces a diagnosis of breast cancer, the patient is under tremen-
dous pressure. A study by Chuang and Chin (2002) showed that women with newly
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diagnosed breast cancer face three major issues: insufficient information acquisition, loss of
self-control, and an increased sense of uncertainty [32]. Insufficient information acquisition
involves patients feeling that they cannot fully obtain sufficient information about breast
cancer, including medical treatment and medical care. Insufficient self-control refers to
things that cannot be carried out in accordance with the predetermined plan, resulting in
the inability to plan the next step (e.g., threat of survival). Increased uncertainty refers
to the vagueness of events related to the patient’s breast cancer. For example, will the
events that happen to other breast cancer women, such as divorce, happen to me? The
fear that comes from experiencing sudden and unexpected cancer, the heavy financial and
emotional burden, and indirect ways of expressing emotion, may cause additional serious
psychological trauma. Therefore, it would be advantageous to patients, their families and
clinical staff to measure and utilize the stress index, and related information, of patients
with breast cancer in order to facilitate timely intervention.

The theoretical definitions used in our initial questionnaire were developed from the
content of qualitative interviews with 20 women in Taiwan, all with newly diagnosed
breast cancer, based upon their interviews with three medical experts. Since two of the
interviewing medical experts had been diagnosed with breast cancer previously, they were
viewed as better able to establish a relationship with the patients and to more fully under-
stand their reactions to the presence of stressors, emotional and physiological reactions,
and changes in their living environment. The initial stress questionnaire was developed
based on both the interview data and relevant literature. Subsequently, 125 women newly
diagnosed with breast cancer were further tested using this stress questionnaire. The PSS
and the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS) were used to determine the degree
of stress and stress-related symptoms of anxiety and depression, which now constitutes the
prototype of the Newly Diagnosed Breast Cancer Stress Scale (NDBCSS) for breast cancer
patients [33]. Although the scale has been proven to have acceptable reliability and validity
in China [34] and Greece [35], we found that the scale still has poor model fit. In this study,
we recruited a group of 195 women with newly diagnosed breast cancer and used factor
analysis to improve the structure of the NDBCSS for breast cancer patients.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Original NDBCSS

The original NDBCSS scale, with four-factor structure and 17 items, was established
in 2013 to measure the stress perceptions of newly diagnosed breast cancer women, with a
Cronbach’s α = 0.84. The scale appears to have sufficient psychometric properties to be
used as a designated measure of perceived stress in women newly diagnosed with breast
cancer. The NDBCSS scale consisted of four main factors, each with 4 to 5 items. These
factors include: unpredictable perceptions (5 items); uncontrollable perceptions (4 items);
heavy psychological load perceptions (4 items); and facing challenge perceptions (4 items).
The scale is scored as follows: strongly agree = 4; agree = 3; somehow agree = 2; disagree =1.
A higher score indicates greater stress.

2.2. Participants

A total of 195 participants were recruited from a breast surgery clinic at the Medical
Center of Tri-Service General Hospital in Taiwan, and all participants were citizens of
Taiwan. This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board. Inclusion criteria
for participation were patients with breast cancer newly diagnosed by a physician, who
had agreed to surgery and to participate in this study, and had signed informed consent.
The time from diagnosis to completion of the questionnaire did not exceed two weeks.
The day before the patient underwent breast cancer surgery, the researchers explained the
study protocol and asked the patient to complete the NDBCSS and to provide personal
demographic information. In addition, participants were informed that the purpose of
this study was to improve a tool for measuring the stress of the breast cancer patients, that
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the participant may withdraw from the study at any time, and that all data collected from
patients will be kept confidential.

2.3. Statistical Analyses

In order to improve the original NDBCSS scale, a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA)
was conducted to validate the original NDBCSS using a dataset from 195 newly recruited
patients. A series of indices was used to evaluate whether the hypothesized hierarchi-
cal model exactly fits the data, including the chi-square fit statistics/degree of freedom
(CMIN/DF), goodness-of-fit index (GFI), adjusted goodness of fit index (AGFI), normed
fix index (NFI), relative fit index (RFI), incremental fix index (IFI), Tucker-Lewis index
(TLI), comparative fix index (CFI), root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA), root
mean square residual (RMR), parsimonious goodness-fit-index (PGFI), and parsimonious
normed fit index (PNFI). All analyses were performed with the statistical Product and
Service Solutions (SPSS) and Analysis of Moment Structures (AMOS) software. Good indi-
cators were considered to be: CMIN/DF between 2–3; GFI > 0.85; AGFI > 0.80; NFI > 0.80;
RFI > 0.80; IFI > 0.90; TLI > 0.90; CFI > 0.90; RMSEA < 0.08; RMR < 0.05; PGFI > 0.50; and
PNFI > 0.50.

Due to the poor fit of the original model, exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was further
performed to examine the dimensionality of the original 17-item NDBCSS. First, Bartlett’s
test of Sphericity and the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) were performed to evaluate the
suitability of data that were to be used for Factor Analysis. Second, scree plot was created
to further identify the optimal number of factor solution. Subsequently, the principal
components method with varimax rotation was used for factor extraction, and CFA was
performed to examine how well the newly included NDBCSS items represent the constructs
extracted by EFA. In addition, a second-order factor was created to represent the general
concept of stress, which may be explained by factors extracted from EFA. All indices of
the new model were determined and compared with that of the original model. Finally,
correlation analysis was used to explore the correlation between different factor structures.

3. Results
3.1. Clinical and Demographic Characteristics

In order to evaluate whether or not the original NDBCSS is suitable for breast cancer
patients today, 195 patients with breast cancer were recruited for the study. Table 1 shows
the clinical and demographic characteristics of all participants. The mean age at diagnosis
was 52.2 years, ranging from 28 to 89 years. Of the 195 subjects, 49 participants (25.13%)
were aged < 45 years, 80 (41%) aged 45–54 years, 45 (23.1%) aged 55–64 years, and 18 (9.2%)
aged ≥ 65 years. Most participants were married (80%), and 43.1% of the participants had
a college degree or above. Nearly half of the participants (54.17%) were still in employment.
The pathology reports showed that most participants were diagnosed in Stage 0–2 with 58
(33.72%) participants in Stage 0, 63 (36.63) in Stage 1, and 45 (26.16%) in Stage 2. Six patients
(3.49%) were diagnosed in Stages 3–4. Most of the participants (80.42%) had no family
history of breast cancer, and 38.1% had received regular mammography. All participants
underwent a Self-Awareness of Health examination, and the results showed that 74.6% of
participants worried about their health problems.

Table 1. Baseline demographic and clinical characteristics.

Variables N = 195 (%)

Age
<45 49 (25.13)
45–54 80 (41.00)
55–64 45 (23.10)
≥65 18 (9.20)
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Table 1. Cont.

Variables N = 195 (%)

Marital status
Unmarried (single, sivorced, separated and other) 39 (20.00)
Married 156 (80.00)

Education level
High school and below 111 (56.96)
College and above 84 (43.10)

Income (NTD)
<45,000 33 (25.00)
45,000–69,999 35 (26.52)
70,000–99,999 17 (12.88)
≥100,000 47 (35.61)

Employment
No 104 (54.17)
Yes 88 (45.83)

Tumor stage
0 58 (33.72)
1 63 (36.63)
2 45 (26.16)
3 4 (2.33)
4 2 (1.16)

Family history
No 152 (80.42)
Yes 37 (19.58)

Mammographic x-ray
No 117 (61.9)
Yes 72 (38.1)

Self-awareness of health
Well 49 (25.39)
Not well 144 (74.61)

3.2. Confirmatory Factor Analysis of the Original Four-Factor Structure of the NDBCSS

Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was conducted to examine the dimensionality
of the original NDBCSS, a four-factor model with 17 items, and to determine whether
the original model adequately fit the newly collected data. After CFA analysis of 195
newly recruited breast cancer patients, the results showed a poor fit for the original
model. All the important indices did not meet the standard fitting criteria of model fitness,
including: CMIN/DF = 3.30; goodness of fit index (GFI = 0.80); the adjusted goodness
of fit index (AGFI = 0.73); normed fit index (NFI = 0.72); relative fit index (RFI = 0.66);
incremental fit index (IFI = 0.79); Tucker–Lewis index (TLI = 0.74); comparative fit index
(CFI = 0.78); the root-mean-square error of approximation (RMSEA = 0.11); root mean
square residual (RMR = 0.06); parsimonious goodness-fit-index (PGFI = 0.59); and the
parsimonious normed fit index (PNFI = 0.60). All indices suggested that the original model
did not adequately fit the data from the breast cancer patients, and this model needed to be
revised and improved.

3.3. Model Improvement of the NDBCSS by Exploratory Factor Analyses

In order to improve the original NDBCSS, an exploratory factor analysis (EFAs) was
conducted. The result of scree plot indicated that the four-factor solution was the best
solution (Figure 1). The curve in scree plot levelled off after the first four components, with
eigenvalues of 4.83, 2.69, 1.52 and 0.99, respectively. We further examined the three- and
five-factor solutions. The five-factor solution was discarded because factor 1 and 2 included
most of the items, resulting in only one item being in factor 5. The three-factor solution
was also rejected because two items were cross-loaded in different factors. In addition,
the three-factor solution did not meet the standard fitting criteria of model fitness. Thus,
the four-factor solution was supported as the best model and was selected for following
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analysis. After examining the relationship between each item, item 5 (illness makes me
worry about my job) was dropped because of low commonalities with other items. Finally,
a new Revised NDBCSS (NDBCSS-R) was generated using a four-factor model containing
a total of 16 rearranged items, each factor containing 3–5 items. Table 2 showed the new
NDBCSS-R has good internal consistency reliability (Cronbach’s α = 0.84). Subsequently,
the NDBCSS-R underwent EFA analysis using the varimax rotation method and the results
of factor matrix of NDBCSS-R after varimax rotation is shown in Table 3. The Kaiser-
Meyer-Olkin (KMO) value was 0.83, and the Bartlett’s test of sphericity was statistically
significant (p < 0.001). These indicated that these variables were suitable for subsequent
factor analysis.
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Figure 1. Scree plot of NDBCSS in factor analysis with extraction method.

Table 2. Cronbach α of the original Newly Diagnosed Breast Cancer Stress Scale (NDBCSS) and
improved NDBCSS-R.

Scales
Cronbach α

All Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4

Original NDBCSS 0.82 0.76 0.65 0.76 0.79
Improved NDBCSS-R 0.84 0.75 0.76 0.79 0.79

3.4. Confirmatory Factor Analysis of the New NDBCSS-R

CFA was then further used to examine whether or not the new NDBCSS-R had good
model fit. As shown in Table 4, the new NDBCSS-R has a good fit index after model
modification: CMIN/DF = 2.48; GFI = 0.92; AGFI = 0.81; NFI = 0.8; RFI = 0.83; IFI = 0.92;
TLI = 0.90; CFI = 0.92; RMSEA = 0.08; RMR = 0.04; PGFI = 0.63, and; PNFI = 0.65. Although
the value of RMSEA was not less than 0.08, the value 0.084 was very close and was accepted.
It is worth noting that all other important indices meet the standard fitting criteria of model
fitness [36–46], indicating that the revised model has been greatly improved compared
to the original model. The standardized factor loadings in CFA are displayed in Figure 2.
The specified structural model contains four factors, including “Negative perception”,
“Threat”, “Unpredictable”, and “Facing Challenge”. The factor loadings of these subscales
ranged from 0.64 to 0.77 for the “Negative perception” subscale, 0.51 to 0.75 for the “Threat”
subscale 0.62 to 0.69 for the “Unpredictable” subscale, and 0.46 to 0.70 for the “Facing
challenge” subscale.
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Table 3. Rotated factor pattern matrix and interfactor correlations.

Item No.
Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4

Negative Perception Threat Unpredictable Facing Challenge

S01 0.83 0.11 0.15 −0.02
S02 0.76 0.38 −0.01 −0.12
S06 0.72 0.11 0.31 0.17
S03 0.27 0.59 0.32 −0.11
S09 0.32 0.66 0.00 0.33
S10 0.10 0.75 0.32 0.00
S12 0.20 0.68 0.33 −0.14
S04 0.23 0.11 0.76 −0.14
S07 −0.10 0.32 0.55 0.01
S08 0.07 0.30 0.66 0.00
S11 0.04 0.18 0.75 −0.06
S13 0.23 0.15 0.69 0.18
S14 −0.12 −0.06 −0.02 0.72
S15 −0.01 −0.03 0.00 0.84
S16 0.02 0.03 −0.03 0.80
S17 0.13 0.04 0.01 0.76

Bold items indicate major loadings for each item.

Table 4. The results of the confirmatory factor analysis.

Item CMIN/DF GFI AGFI NFI RFI IFI TLI CFI RMSEA RMR PGFI PNFI

Guideline 2–3 >0.85 >0.80 >0.80 >0.80 >0.90 >0.90 >0.90 <0.08 <0.05 >0.50 >0.50
Original (NDBCSS) 3.30 0.80 0.73 0.72 0.66 0.79 0.74 0.78 0.11 0.06 0.59 0.60
New (NDBCSS-R) 2.48 0.92 0.81 0.87 0.83 0.92 0.90 0.92 0.08 0.04 0.63 0.65

Notes. CMIN/DF = chi-square fit statistics/degree of freedom; GFI = goodness-of-fit index; AGFI = adjusted goodness of fit index; NFI =
normed fix index; RFI = relative fit index; IFI = incremental fix index; TLI = Tucker-Lewis index; CFI = comparative fix index; RMSEA = root
mean square error of approximation; RMR = root mean square residual; PGFI = parsimonious goodness-fit-index; PNFI = parsimonious
normed fit index.

The prototype NDBCSS included “Unpredictable”, “Uncontrollable”, “Heavy psy-
chological load”, and “Facing challenge”. In the revised NDBCSS-R, Factor 1 is renamed
“Negative perception” (was “unpredictable”) and consists of S01 (I often cry), S02 (Illness
makes me worry about my family), and S06 (I cannot make a decision for my breast cancer
treatment). Factor 2 is renamed “Threat” (was “uncontrollable”) and consists of item S03
(Loss of the breast will affect my life), S09 (I am worried that my economic conditions can-
not deal with the required medical expenses), S10 (I am very worried about the uncertainty
of the progression of illness), and S12 (Loss of the breast will affect my attractiveness to my
partner). Factor 3 is still “Unpredictable”, but the items were reorganized to include item
S04 (I have fear, anxiety and depression), S07 (I think the road of anti-cancer is lonely, hard
and there is a lack of support) S8 (I am worried that my arm cannot lift a heavy weight
and it will affect my life and work), S11 (I am worried about the side effects caused by
chemotherapy: such as physical discomfort, change of appearance, or future birth plans,
etc.), and S13 (Insufficient breast cancer information scares me). The composition of factor
4 was not changed, and is still called “Facing challenge”, including S15 (I can accept the
diagnosis of breast cancer), S16 (I can able to make proper arrangements and deal with
things affected by illness), and S17 (I use some adaptation methods to face cancer). In the
improved NDBCSS-R, individual scores on the NDBCSS-R scale can range from 0 to 64
with higher scores indicating higher stress.
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3.5. Analysis of the Inter-Relationship between the Four-Factor Structures

Table 5 shows the inter-factor correlations between the four factors of the new NDBCSS-
R. After removing item 5, the inter-factor correlation of the four factors ranged from
0.01 to 0.62, suggesting satisfactory discrimination. The correlation between “Negative
perception” and “Threat”, “Negative perception” and “Unpredictable”, and “Threat” and
“Unpredictable” were 0.50, 0.36, and 0.62, respectively (p < 0.001). The correlations between
“Facing Challenge” and the other three factors were extremely low, ranging from 0.01
to 0.03.

Table 5. Correlation coefficient of each dimension and main scale (N = 195).

Negative Perception Threat Unpredictable Facing Challenge

Negative perception - 0.50 ** 0.36 ** 0.01
Threat - 0.62 ** 0.05

Unpredictable - 0.03
Facing Challenge -

** p < 0.001.

4. Discussion

The prototype NDBCSS was designed to measure stress perceptions in newly diag-
nosed breast cancer patients. However, CFA analysis indicated that this prototype had
a poor model fit. To improve this scale, EFA analysis was conducted and found that the
low-commonality of item 5 (Illness makes me worry about my job) suggested it should be
removed and the remaining 16 items should be rearranged. The results of the scree plot,
the values of factor loadings, and the associated confidence interval data showed that three-
and five-factor solutions were unstable or had poor fit. Thus, the four-factor solution is still
the best model and a new, revised NDBCSS-R was generated (Supplementary Materials).
The new NDBCSS-R does have a better fit index than the old one (Table 4) and also has a
high level of internal consistency. This evidence provided robust support for NDBCSS-R.
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Women with breast cancer experience a range of negative reactions after diagnosis,
including anger, depression, fear of treatment, psychological distress and despair. However,
very few stress scales have been specifically developed for women with breast cancer.
Therefore, many studies still use a universal stress scale to determine the stress index in
cancer patients, such as the most commonly used PSS [47], DTS [48], and SAM [4]. The
global measure of perceived stress, PSS, was established by Sheldon Cohen et al. [49] in
1983 to evaluate stress deriving from ongoing life circumstances. The PSS was developed
using two groups of college students and one group of participants in a community
smoking-cessation program, but did not include cancer patients. Thus, as the PSS was not
designed for any specific population, it is a more comprehensive and versatile pressure
scale. Conversely, the PSS may be less sensitive to stress perception in specific populations,
for example, cancer populations.

The DTS is a self-reporting measure of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) symp-
toms and is commonly used for large-scale evaluations of post-traumatic stress, such as
veterans with PTSD [50]. The SAM includes major stress assessments, secondary stress
assessments (e.g., coping resources), and overall perceived stressfulness, such as appraisal
and coping with depressive symptoms in both stroke patients and spouses [51]. These
scales are indeed suitable for children, adults and the general public of all ages but do
not consider the psychological pressures faced by cancer patients, especially women with
breast cancer who are starting families and parenting.

Breast cancer patients face severe psychological and physical reactions both before
and after treatment. In addition to persistent pain, injuries to the arm and shoulder, and
persistent high fatigue, breast cancer patients may experience psychological reactions,
including psychological distress, depression, and anxiety [52–56]. A randomized pilot
study showed that the degree of anxiety, depression and psychological distress of newly
diagnosed breast cancer patients can be improved through individually tailored nurse-
navigation interventions [57].

Another descriptive-exploratory study also showed that nurse navigator home visit
interventions can successfully reduce the fear and distress among patients with a new breast
cancer diagnosis [58]. In addition, nursing interventions have been shown to increase the
level of hope in cancer patients through promoting psychological wellbeing and reducing
psychological problems [59]. Therefore, it becomes very important to determine, in a timely
manner, and understand the stress level of newly diagnosed breast cancer patients through
a dedicated stress scale. Once the stress level of newly diagnosed breast cancer patients
is understood, healthcare providers and their family members can not only help patients
to get rid of negative emotions and fatalistic beliefs, but they can also learn to actively
respond to cancer treatment and to plan their future life, achieving the goal of eliminating
the vicious stress-illness-stress cycle often caused by breast cancer at the early stages.

Several limitations should be noted in this study. This stress scale was evaluated in
Taiwan in a population of Taiwanese women with newly diagnosed breast cancer. The
general conclusions of this study may therefore only be applicable to similar populations.
Breast cancer patients from different countries and cultures may face different pressures, so
this scale may need to be appropriately modified according to different cultural sensitivities.
Compared with other CFA studies, the sample size of this study was relatively small. Since
EFA and CFA were conducted using the same population, it may be necessary to conduct
new research in order to adjust and verify the content items and confirm the new factor
structure so as to ensure applicability to other populations.

5. Conclusions

As breast cancer survival rates have gradually improved, clinicians and researchers
are now focusing more on improving quality of life and patient-centric survival outcomes.
In order to provide newly diagnosed breast cancer patients with better practical strategies
for maintaining hope and overcoming distress, depression, anxiety and fear of treatment,
a better understanding of stress levels will be needed. In alignment with this new per-
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spective, the improved NDBCSS-R has greater psychometric capability than the original
NDBCSS, enabling the NDBCSS-R to better detect the stress level of breast cancer patients.
In addition, the NDBCSS-R shows satisfactory reliability, validity and sufficient psycho-
metric properties to specifically measure the perceived stress level of newly diagnosed
breast cancer patients. These advances will allow the new NDBCSS-R scale to facilitate
more precise clinical interventions so as to relieve patient stress and help promote patient
motivation for treatment.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/1660-460
1/18/5/2346/s1, Table S1: Item scores of NDBCSS-R.
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